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Kayak A travel search

site that has taken the
Internet by storm, now
Kayak’s mobile apps are
having an even greater
effect. This do-it-all service will
compare ﬂight, hotel and car-rental
deals, track ﬂight statuses, manage
your trip itinerary, look up baggage
fees, airline numbers and airport
information and even let you make
bookings inside the app. Kayak’s free
app is ad-supported. A 69p
premium edition removes them, but
adds no additional features. Both are
bargains. Kayak Software Corp / Android and
iOS / From free

TripIt Acts like a

personal travel
assistant. Details of
your itinerary can be
entered manually or by
simply sending your conﬁrmations to
plans@tripit.com which recognises
more than 3,000 booking references.
This automatically creates a
“smartitinerary”, complete with local
maps, driving directions, status alerts
and helpful reminders. It even
monitors ﬂights for potential savings,
tracks your air miles and can share
details with family and colleagues. The
TripIt app syncs with TripIt.com so this
data can also be viewed on your
computer. TripIt Inc / Android and iOS / Free

Google Translate

Doing business in a
country where you
don’t speak the
language is a nightmare
scenario, but help is at hand. This
handy app will translate between more
than 50 languages from Afrikaans to
Yiddish. 15 languages support voice
translation (using your phone’s
microphone) and it will speak aloud
translations in 23 languages. Phonetic
spelling is supported for non-latin
script languages and dictionary results
are provided for single words and
phrases. It is a life-saver. Google / iOS and
Android / Free

EasySign This is a
quick way around
signing and ﬁlling out
documents on the
move that would
normally need to be done by hand.
Your signature is drawn freehand and
can be applied in any colour to PDF,
Word, Excel, HTML and even picture
ﬁles along with date stamps and any
blocks of text required. EasySign saves
the modiﬁed ﬁles so they can be
emailed back. The ﬁrst three
documents are free with in-app
purchasing offering ﬁve, ten, 20 or
unlimited document bundles from 69p
to £10.49p. Glykka LLC / iOS and Android /
Free iPhone, £3.15 Android

ExpenseMagic

Travelling
is often
chaotic, so
a simple way
to capture receipts and
claim expenses is a must.
ExpenseMagic
lets you take a photo
of your receipt and
send it to the
app’s trained
book-keepers
to capture
all the
important
details for
you. Even the
correct VAT
rate is worked
out. Claims
can be
scheduled to be
sent out automatically
each month,
claim status is
monitored and
diary integration
is included.
TripIt costs £2.99
per 20 expenses
processed, but
manual expense
entry is free.
ExpenseMagic / iOS /
Free

CamCard Solves the problem of business card clutter.

This app takes a photo of any card and automatically ﬁlls
in the relevant ﬁelds to create a new contact. What
separates it from the pack (and earns a premium price tag) is
its level of accuracy. Batch uploading, password protection and
exporting to (Outlook compatible) VCF ﬁles are also extremely useful. For a ﬁnal
trick, CamCard can store your details and share them via SMS or email should you
run out of paper cards. IntSign Information Co Ltd / iOS and Android / £4.42 Android, £4.99 iPhone
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